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Farewell
I confess that the Journal is one of my
initiatives in which I take some pride. I
have commented before that the school
magazines of the 1930s and 40s are far
superior to those of the 70s and 80s, so
we set out to create a format that was
of high quality and engaging without
some of the stodginess of traditional
school magazines. The Journal has grown into
something which showcases the very best of what our
young people and staff achieve and invariably elicits
positive feedback from alumni far and wide. It has been
nurtured by the talents and writing of our pupils, staff and
the many alumni who have contributed over the years.
In its refreshed 2020 format I think it stands comparison

Over the years I
have worked with
many talented and
committed teachers
and support staff.
The relentless
improvement in both
academic standards
and the quality of our
working environment
are testimonies to
their efforts. I hope to
be told in ten years
time that things have
improved enormously
since I left.

with the very best. And yes, in today’s digital world and as

“A good past is positively dangerous, if it makes us

an advocate of what technology can achieve, I do think

content with the present, and so unprepared for the

there is still a place for such a high quality printed product

future.” (Harvard President Charles W. Eliot 1869)

– something to show granny and which can be treasured
for years. Every year we have proud families bringing us

I quoted this at our recent AGM held this year on Zoom

magazines and memorabilia from 60+ years ago.

for the first time. (Will the reader in 50 years time have

It was in June 2019 that I advised the convenor Ken

scan the horizon and prepare the school for the future.

Alexander that it was time for me to go, but that I

John MacLeod’s history of the school provides ample

would of course stay on until my successor was in place.

testimony to the pitfalls of the relative complacency

So, with August 2020 as the target date that process

and neglect of the 1970s and 80s. My successor John

commenced, but little did we know that a global

Anderson is an outstanding appointment, but he will

pandemic might intervene! As for many families, my

require the support of parents and alumni to ensure that

personal plans have gone awry. No golf on a Friday over

the school continues to evolve to meet the challenges of

the summer, but I have now and somewhat belatedly

tomorrow.

relocated permanently to Troon.

any idea what Zoom is?) The role of the Rector is to

It has been a great privilege to serve as Rector of the

The pandemic has brought two things into sharp relief.

school for the last 23.5 years. While I have not had the

Firstly, the unique status of the school meant that we

opportunity as hoped to meet with you in person at the

were better prepared than many to cope with and

centenary events I do intend to come to the Centenary

respond flexibly to emerging needs. Secondly, to those

Dinner no matter how long it may be delayed. I look

who did not already understand it, teachers have a

forward to seeing you then.

social and pedagogical impact that no amount of
digital learning can replace. That our pupils have not lost
ground is a testimony to the ways in which staff have

Ad summa nitor.

embraced technology while also putting pupil well-being
at the forefront. I thank everyone for rising to these
challenges.

4
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Paul Thomson, Rector
1st May 1997- 29th November 2020

Rector
A cheery welcome from Dr Joe
McKendrick marked the start of my
journey in Jordanhill School when I was
appointed Head of Chemistry in 2007. I
led an incredibly talented team of science
teachers, ably supported by our new
senior technician Eva Evans, and enjoyed
witnessing the growth of our department
as pupils embraced their science lessons
with enthusiasm.
In 2012, I became Depute Head Teacher with
responsibility for S1-S3. It was stimulating to be part
of the leadership team who led the school through
curricular change and received well-deserved credit in
the school’s inspection the following year. I continued
to work with pupils, parents and staff as we looked at
ways of improving teaching and learning, and helped our
young people embrace the many opportunities made
available in the school.

a special school
that is fortunate
to benefit from an
involved parent body,
outstanding staff
and pupils whose
enthusiasm for
learning is infectious.
Paul Thomson
leaves a legacy
of excellence
in educational
leadership. The
school is in great
health thanks to his skilful work guiding the community
through periods of change. That the school has
continued to improve through challenging financial
times is testament to the commitment of all involved in
this wonderful school. My task is to build on this legacy,
embracing the traditions that lead to success and taking

Although delighted to be appointed as one of Her

advantage of new developments to continue our journey

Majesty’s Inspectors of Education in 2018, it was with

as a highly successful school.

great sadness that I had to leave Jordanhill School
to take up this new post. I spent many happy months
touring the country inspecting Primary and Secondary
schools for Education Scotland. Spending a rare sunny
fortnight on the Shetland Isles visiting tiny Primary
Schools was a treat as was travelling to large state
secondaries in the Scottish Borders. As much as I enjoyed
learning from my time as a school inspector, I missed
being part of a school community and was looking

It is exciting to be back in the school. Although society
continues to go through a period of rapid change and
challenges will inevitably emerge, for our pupils this is
their ‘normal’. Our job is to help them embrace the joy in
learning and help them develop the skills and mindset
to be excited for the future. It is a privilege to be able to
do this on behalf of the Jordanhill community as the new
rector of Jordanhill School.

forward to joining a school once again.
I was delighted to be appointed rector in June 2020.
Having already worked as a teacher and leader in the
school, I have a great knowledge and understanding
of the complexity of the organisation. Time away,
witnessing how other schools operate and improve,
has strengthened my admiration for Jordanhill. It is
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Christine Robertson

Depute Rector 2010-2020

I have had the great pleasure of working
alongside Christine Robertson for the
past eleven years. As Depute Rector she
has made an outstanding contribution
to the life of the school. In particular, she
has striven to make all aspects of our
provision in Pupil Support sector leading.
The academic results achieved by pupils
are visible to the world. The presence
of a helping hand with the right skills
to support a young person whether in
times of emotional need or educational
challenge is visible only to those in need
and sometimes not even to their family.

and experience she

While they have no knowledge of individual pupils,

for Children in Need, Comic Relief and Sport Relief have

the complexities and qualities of the school’s work

all depended upon Christine’s drive and initiative. The

in this area are known to the Board from a variety

Christmas Community Tea Party instigated by Christine

of presentations from our Pupil Support team and

is greatly valued and provides an early opportunity for

discussion of our annual Safeguarding report. This is a

pupils in S1 to take responsibility and to showcase their

key focus of the annual visit from our link HM Inspector

talents.

and the feedback is invariably that this report and the
exposition of our work by Christine is exemplary.

brings as someone
managing and
improving all aspects
of school life is
invaluable to the
inspection team.
She is able to speak
with authenticity
and conviction when
reporting back to
a school on their
findings.
I would also wish to
highlight Christine’s
impact in developing our charitable work. Fundraising

Christine has touched every aspect of school life whether
the professional development of teachers, policy

In all aspects of her work Christine has ensured that

development, the well-being of young people or the

the voices of pupils and parents have been to the fore.

wider social life. I shall miss her greatly. I wish her and

I would note, in particular, the use of How Good is Our

husband Hugh all the very best for the future.

School for Young People to engage
pupils in evaluating many strands of our

Paul Thomson

work and the involvement of parents
in renewing our Aims and Values
and developing our approaches to
pupil Growth Mindset, Resilience and
Mental Well-being. This culminated in
the achievement of the Rights Respecting School Gold
Award under Christine’s guidance.
Christine has made a significant contribution to the
improvement of schools across Scotland through her
work as an Associate Assessor with HMIe. She has taken
part in several full and mini inspections, taking the lead
role in writing up aspects of their findings. The wisdom
Team of mental health first aiders

6
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Jordanhill:

Through the
Decades

Our librarian and archivist
Joanna Donaldson has
put together a series
of Sway presentations
capturing images of the
school from each decade.
Pupils can access the
originals via Office 365.
At present alumni and
parents can view PDF
versions of the 1920s and
1930s on the web site
(jordanhill.glasgow.sch.
uk/jordanhill-throughthe-decades/). We will
publish more over the
coming months.
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Jordanhill in 3D
You cannot
come and visit
us, so we are
bringing the
school to you!
Unfortunately, the COVID-19
pandemic has forced us to cancel
all of the centenary events and the
opportunities for our alumni to visit
and re-engage with the school. We
still hope that such opportunities
will re-emerge in 2021. Likewise, we
have been unable to hold the open
evenings and induction events for
prospective pupils and parents.
This term we commissioned a scan
of all of our key facilities to produce
3D navigable images. The technical
use of this is to support our facilities
management team as these images

8

allow them and contractors to see
areas requiring work and extract all
of the measurements needed.

You can even teleport from one floor
to another. Just click on the Floor
Selector and change floor.

However, of much more interest
to the community is that they also
produce an interactive walkthrough
of the public areas of each building.
Simply point and click to move
around or hold down the left button
and move the mouse to rotate
round or up and down. Those of you
who have bought or sold a house in
recent times may be familiar with
the technology as such virtual tours
are now standard for estate agents.

We have had very positive feedback
from prospective parents and pupils
and hope that alumni will also find
it interesting to be able to navigate
around the school whether that
is to visit old haunts or to see how
some parts of the school have been
transformed. Current parents will
be able to visit some of the facilities
that their children use daily but with
which they may not be so familiar.
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Bringing

Strving
Higherto life

Kieran McSorley attended Jordanhill
School between 2000 and 2013 when
his favourite subject was Art in which
he completed Advanced Higher.
He went on to complete an HND
in Digital Media at the City of
Glasgow college and within four
years he had progressed from the
disheartening post of Design Agency
Junior to an accomplished Website
Designer within a creative team.
During his journey through several
organisations he learned from
talented colleagues, through online
tutorials and sometimes by trial and
error, all in the pursuit of excellence.
Perhaps his later involvement in
the ‘Striving Higher’ campaign was
foretold.
The creation of the “Striving
Higher” logo was the subject of a
competition led by Gavin McLellan.

10

Kieran’s name was put forward by
his tireless mentor Mr Wilson of the
Art Department. Several designs,
including one from a design agency,
were submitted from which Kieran’s
was ultimately selected.
The contemporary design sought
to complement the traditional
Jordanhill School shield in both
shape and colour pallet. Kieran
brought forward three different
concepts. The silhouette in the
chosen version alludes to an upward
arrow or a step up as interpreted
by the viewer In line with the ethos
behind “Striving Higher”. The two
other versions are shown here.
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These guidelines are the standards
required to correctly represent the
branding whilst maintaining the
integrity and consistency of the
brand. In the case of a logo it is
crucial that the choice of font and
spacing remains consistent so as
to translate well onto a website,
social media platform, stationery,
advertising material and so on. The
guidelines also recommended how
to appropriately use each colourway
to optimise the contrast between
the logo and the background. This
is particularly important when the
viewer has colour vision deficiency
and, for example, may discern red
and green as the same colour.
Kieran McSorley was on the brink of
brilliance when his life was sadly cut
short by a tragic accident. He would
be humbled if his career journey
were to inspire others to strive
higher. Seize the day and seek the
best version of yourself.

“

Kieran was a very
mature young man who
was always focused and
committed to achieving
his very best. We had
been in touch shortly
before his accident as
he was going to come
in to discuss ways of
promoting Art and
Design as a career
choice. I was proud of his
achievements in Graphic
Design when hearing
about how well he was
doing. Kieran is well and
fondly remembered by
the Art department.
David Wilson
Head of Art

“

Although there was no fee for the
logo Kieran drew up a set of brand
guidelines to the same standard as
would accompany a professional
commission.

These examples of Kieran’s earlier Art and Design work
from school clearly illustrate his potential. His final
surf-board graphics design from S4 demonstrates his
initial skills with Photoshop and an eye for layout that was
an early indication of his future career in Graphic Design.
The other examples are self-portraits from Kieran’s
Advanced Higher Folio and show the skills he had
developed experimenting with a wide variety of media
and approaches to composition.
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DREAMS DO COME TRUE

Aaron Hickey

Many youngsters dream of
representing their country
in their chosen sport.
For one young man, that
dream is about to become
a reality.

Aaron Hickey, a former pupil of Jordanhill School, has

sign this talented young star. He eventually signed for

received a call-up to play for Scotland’s Under 21 team

Bologna, the first British Footballer in the club’s history,

against Croatia on November 12 and Greece, in Athens,

and made his first appearance on September 28th with

on November 17. This is a marvellous achievement for

a 4 – 1 win over Parma.

the young footballer who has had a meteoric rise and
recently signed for the Italian club, Bologna, a Serie A
team.

All of us at Jordanhill are proud of Aaron’s success and
wish him well for the future. It’s a long way from the
Chamberlain Road playground to the San Siro Stadium

On leaving Jordanhill in 2014, Aaron spent time with the

in Milan, but with hard work and commitment, dreams

Celtic and Hearts Youth Development Squads before

really can come true.

making his debut for Hearts F.C. in May 2019. During
his time there, he played in the 2019 Scottish Cup Final
against Celtic, becoming the youngest player to appear
since 2008.

Aaron says his ‘best days were at Jordanhill’. He hopes
to visit the school when he returns to see his family in
Scotland. That is ‘as long as Mr Paton promises not to
shout at me!’ We wish Aaron every success with his

Success at Hearts led to interest from many top European

football career.

sides including Bayern Munich, Lyon and Aston Villa to

P7

Hearts FC

Bologna

(P.S. Dr Thomson wishes to remind Aaron that when leaving Jordanhill he
promised him two tickets for the Champions League Final when he gets there.)
12
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George
McFarlane
Jordanhill’s oldest employee George McFarlane retired in
the Autumn of 2020. George worked in the department
for around 10 years. However, he has been associated with
the school for far longer having done work around both

George with Dr Thomson on his 75th birthday

campuses, making him a well kent face to all in the school.
The Department of Design and Technology would like to
give special thanks to him for all his input over the years.
His sense of fun, enthusiasm, and dedication has been an
inspiration to many.

Persistence and creativity are required in overcoming
problems in projects. George helped demonstrate that
much of design thinking is problem solving, while working
to tight deadlines. A man who embraced new tech, an

George loves a challenge. He was so keen to solve design

early adopter, George always used his expertise to find

problems that he would come back after a weekend

practical opportunities to use it.

invigorated by fresh, imaginative ideas and approaches
we might adopt. As a result of this commitment, pupils
were keen to complete work to a high degree of finesse
that might not have been there otherwise. His advice on
many a project has allowed pupils’ work to flourish.
George modeled a growth mindset. He was keen to
try new processes, tools and materials. The laser cutter
was readily adopted and created opportunities for
collaboration on a variety of Star Wars themed personal
projects!

It was this obvious joy and pleasure in creating products,
and his approachable and good-natured manner that
allowed for an easy exchange of ideas. This shared
enjoyment of discovery had such a positive impact on the
ethos of the department.
I have fond memories of a succession of carts and buggies
built from parts salvaged off discarded old trolleys, such
was George’s desire to upcycle. My own children, and
pupils across the department, have relied on George to
introduce a “degree of movement” to their work. George
embodied modern attitudes on sustainability, taking great
care to salvage what we could. Recently, we even recycled
shelving from the school library.
All of this demonstrates the tremendous value an older
person can bring to the workplace. All those years of
experience and knowledge gained from working across a
wide range of situations to a high level of skill made him a
valued asset and great collaborator.
George is loved by all at Jordanhill. We’ll miss his influence
around the department.
Paul Jennings
Department of Design & Technology
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Jordanhill

in the 70s
John MacLeod FP

In the rear-view mirror,
and now distanced from
us by forty intervening
years, the 1970s was the
pivotal decade for what
was then Jordanhill
College School.
It was late in 1970, and
largely because of a
change of government,
that the school survived
the
most
serious
attempt to shut it down.
The terms of survival
included an end to
academic selection and
the paying of (really
rather nominal) fees.

14
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There swiftly followed the
delineation of a catchment-area
on the west-end Glasgow mop –
the resultant blob has long put
me in mind of a rather depressed
armadillo – and the school
has been run on this basis ever
since, the only dramatic change
coming in 1988, when we were
severed from Jordanhill College
of Education and, thereafter,
directly funded by what is now
the Scottish Government.
But these ten years up till 1980
were also ones of anxiety and
unease. Though dashed of their
hopes in December 1970, we still
had formidable enemies and, as
Jordanhill became Scotland’s
only surviving ‘demonstration
school,’ remained a most visible
anomaly for future, hostile
administrations.
It was a time of rapid social and
cultural change, for the better

in some respects – such as new
opportunities for women – and
for the worse in others, such as
the coarsening of television and
the cheap press or the increase in
family breakdown. Churchgoing
rapidly declined; but we
began to grow sensitive about
discrimination and bigotry.
It was a strange, magical time
to be young, because there were
then far more children about
and we enjoyed a freedom few
youngsters, I think, would be
allowed today, roaming great
distances, unsupervised, during
evenings and weekends.
But there was a strange
disconnect between life at
the school and the brash new
Day-Glo world beyond. In most
visible respects we might still
have been in the 1940s and,
indeed, the war was still very
close to us, closer even in 1979

than the Falklands conflict is to
us now. Some of our teachers –
and, of course, Mr Branston, our
magnificent if remote headmaster
– had actually fought in it.

fund-raising, usually coupled
with jolly nights out – cheese and
wine evenings, Burns Suppers,
a medieval banquet and other
entertainments.

Every day began with collective
Christian worship. Primary girls
still wore hats and pinafores. Staff
swept around the corridors in
stately black gowns. The sanction
of corporal punishment survived
till 1982 and parents dressed
to the nines for Sports Day and
Prizegiving.

So, the libraries were kept in
books and our sports teams in
strips; the PTA kept us in screens
and projectors and, by decade’s
end, we even boasted televisions
and two video-recorders – not
to mention the computer. The
funding was hugely appreciated;
few, at the time, could have
seen what a vital force, in all its
networking and alliances, the PTA
would prove later to be.

And, while groups wailed in the
charts of summer nights, teenage
kicks and even – shockingly – that
we don’t need no education,
the annual school show was still
a costumed light opera and we
raised our lungs each morning
in one of the muscular, often
distinctly violent hymns of which
Mr Branston was fond.
Commentators, especially, of the
Right, now like to portray the
Seventies as a drear and dreadful
era of failed government, hard
winters and incessant strikes. In
truth these were good years for
most British people, if a tough
time for their politicians. But
pitiless inflation, and a slash in
the teacher-training budget, soon
brought most straitened times for
our school, increasingly neglected
by a College more and more
anxious about its own survival.
Into the breach stepped the
Parent-Teacher Association. It
had been around since 1946,
primarily as a social body; through
the Seventies, it grew more and
more important for its imaginative

The Seventies were important in
another respect too: there was,
especially between 1973 and
1975, a considerable intake of new
staff, most of whom would give
the school many years of service
and whose names will resonate
with many – David Palmar and
Mike Ryan and David Moir, Jane
Anderson and Kathleen Craig
and Morag Gairns, Mike Paterson
and Martin Armitage and Dr Joe
McKendrick.
Such length of contribution – Mr
Palmar and Mr Ryan would toil
at the chalkface till 2010, an
impressive thirty-seven years – is
a telling reminder that the school
has always been a very happy one.
Mr Branston himself, who could
easily have found more lucrative
command of other schools,
made Jordanhill his life’s work
– if crowned with a sadly brief
retirement. And then, as now, the
teaching body has always included
a number of former pupils – such

Jordanhill School • December Edition 2020
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Grant Carson, appointed Depute
Headmaster in October 1975 and
who would serve till June 1994, is a
figure many would view with more
ambivalence: a booming, politically
incorrect bounding Labrador of a
man, twice passed over for the top
job and who never got over it. But
he was tremendous fun and – as
I can personally attest – a man of
great kindness and an enthralling
classroom teacher.
The Seventies also brought a
Guidance programme at Jordanhill,
initially directed by the splendid
Eleanor McArthur, and from which
today’s sterling pastoral support
for pupils is begotten. By 1978 there
was even basic sex education as,
so slowly, the school began to turn
with the times.
Mr Branston, who retired in
December 1980 after twenty-four
years of service, is one of our most
consequential commanders. It’s
easy to point to such erections as
the science block, the refectory and
the gym as a most visible legacy,
but he was the first headmaster to
grasp that school should not be a

16

place where you are taught stuff – it
is where you should be taught, and
for the rest of your life, to learn.
From that course none of his
successors has deviated. And it
is too easy to overlook just how
hard teachers of that era had to
work, with none of the dazzling
technological aids of our own day.
The change from a selective school
to an area comprehensive might
not sound much to us, but it was a
tough decade for staff who had no
training in mixed-ability teaching
and had painfully to adapt. And
I look back on my own Primary
mistresses – not least Miss Goodwin
– and shudder at their own
burden: conscientious classwork
preparation, the daily marking of
thirty-five sets of homework, and
so on – and, in her instance, over
twenty-six years.
We knew that peace could not last
and that, someday, some nasty
branch of the state would come
after Jordanhill again. But, when
the Goths and Huns and Vandals
finally thundered over the plains in
the autumn of 1986, the PTA was
ready for them, deft and muscular
after over a decade of vigorous
activity – and, within months,
victory was ours.
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“

The Parent-Teacher
Association has again
given very generous
financial support to the
school, support which is
very much appreciated
especially at this time
of financial stringency.
We have been able to
purchase a pottery kiln
for the Art department,
a television set for the
secondary department
to be used in conjunction
with the video-cassette
recorder gifted last
session, a new film
projector, some remedial
kit for the remedial
department, and a
replacement Reading
Laboratory for the upper
primary. These purchases
greatly strengthen the
educational resources
of the school.

“

as Mike Paterson, David Moir, Mary
Mann and Margaret Goodwin in
their day, and Robin Paton and
others in our own.

Mr Branston 1979

DrThomson
I am delighted to be able
to take this opportunity to
recognise the immeasurable
contribution, Dr Paul
Thomson, our rector has
made to Jordanhill School
and the lives of our children.
During my time as Convenor I have
worked closely with the Board, and
in particular Paul. This has meant
getting used to how each other works
and developing a relationship built
on trust, openness, and integrity.
From the beginning Paul has been
generous in the amount of time
he spends explaining the different
challenges and rationale behind the
daily decisions taken by the school.
During my 4 years in post, on those
few inevitable occasions we have had
differing opinions, Paul has always
respectfully explained his rationale,
listened carefully, and considered an
alternative view. He has sometimes
even changed his viewpoint!

To illustrate our relationship and
what Paul has brought to the school,
you may recall recently, we faced a
challenging time when our budget
came under detailed scrutiny by the
Scottish Government. The robustness
of defence and evidence which
Paul presented was impressive. It
was heartening to watch the calm,
professional way he withstood the
grilling but countered with the
actions which he and the school took
on a regular basis to show best value
and the effective, efficient delivery of
national initiatives.
Having spent most of my career in
the private sector it was comforting
to know that the school was doing
a great job of both educating our
children whilst also being fiscally.
After several meetings and backed
up by strong tangible evidence
the scrutiny reduced. This was
directly attributable to Paul’s strong
leadership and his belief that in
Jordanhill School as meeting the
needs of all its young people well.

I joined the Board in 2002. Paul,
Etta and all of the SMT were very
welcoming. It was immediately
clear to me that in Paul the school
had a dedicated, astute and
ambitious Rector who was always
seeking new opportunities for the
school through his wide networks.
We had challenges to face: the catchment
issue always with us! We purchased Laurel
Park Sports Club, a fantastic facility
and an example of Paul’s vision and
ability to negotiate the politics. Gordon
Bonnyman, F.P. and philanthropist, gifted
the eponymous Scholarship. Academic
performance kept on improving!

I firmly believe that the school’s
successes, and not only in academic
fields, is strong evidence of Paul’s
highly able and visionary leadership.
This has been consistently delivered
and leaves a strong foundation for
Jordanhill School to continue to
flourish under its new leadership team.

Paul has given 23 years of service through
good times and bad in a job which needs
great resilience and energy. Criticism
comes often, as well as praise.
Paul has taken the school forward
immensely in the last quarter century
leaving it in excellent shape academically
and culturally to face the future. It
was a pleasure to work with Paul and
the Jordanhill family; I wish him every
happiness in his richly deserved retirement.
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As Convenor of the Board
of Managers from 1996
to 1998 I was involved in
the arrangements for Bill
Bedborough’s retiral and the
appointment of his successor.
The selection process was thorough
involving the full Board meeting all the
Candidates in an informal setting and
thereafter the formal interviews.

A windy Sports day 2016

These took place on a Saturday and
lasted for most of the day. From the
outset it was clear that Paul Thomson
was an outstanding Candidate. The

I was privileged to be Convener of the
Board of Managers from 2013-17 during
my six-year term on the Board. I was
always grateful for Paul’s support while
working through the myriad of financial
and other challenges facing the School.
His ability to remain unruffled in the
face of some challenging conversations
with the Scottish Government was a
lesson in itself.
He could also think out of the box. When the school were
invited to consider adding another language to the
modern languages provision, he spotted an opportunity
to secure funding for Mandarin which ultimately led to the
establishment of the Confucius Classroom and to Mandarin
becoming an option for pupils to study at National
Qualification level.
One of my most memorable moments was the opportunity
to attend the Primary 6 Burns Supper – always a highlight.
Less of a highlight however, was the sight of the Rector
and the Convenor dancing a very ungracious Gay Gordons
much to the hilarity of the pupils!

Board were impressed with his obvious
intelligence and the confident manner
in which he dealt with the various
questions. He had prepared well for the
interview and completely understood
the ethos of the School which was
extremely important.
I enjoyed a year working with Paul as
Convenor and we got on extremely well
on a personal level. I congratulate him
on his very successful term as Rector and
wish him all the best for the future.
John D.E.Hart

I was a parent member of the Board
when Paul was appointed as the
“New Rector”. We hosted an informal
reception in the (now demolished)
”White House” in Southbrae Drive
in order to look Paul over and see
whether, or not, he would fit in.
In fact, he was ideally suited to his new role. Paul and
I both hold PhDs in Physics from Glasgow University, so
when I later became chair of the board, we were entirely
on the same wavelength and there was very little that
Paul said or did which escaped my attention. His logical
approach and attention to detail has served the School
exceptionally well over the years. Our closest connection
was when we were
squashed together,
like peas in a pod,
on very narrow seats
at the centre of
the official school
photographs
taken to
celebrate
Jordanhill
School’s entry
into the 3rd
millennium.
Gala concert 2009

Anne Fraser
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Prof. I.J.D. MacGregor,
Convenor 2000-2002

I worked with Paul
through a period of
change, both for the
school estate and
through the advent
of a Curriculum for
Excellence.
Paul was a highly dedicated
leader and colleague. He was
extremely capable in his role;
something that I noticed very
early on. He was on top of
developments in education
nationally and understood well
how to move Jordanhill forward
in a way which would benefit
both its students and staff. He
liked to be in the vanguard of
developments. This benefited
the school hugely. He was loyal
to his colleagues, balanced in
judgement and able to stand
his ground when required.
The challenge of leading
Jordanhill School should not
be underestimated. The unique
nature of its funding, its parent
user group and the intellectual
ability of its students requires a
leader to be on top of his brief –
he was.
Paul was a patient man when
dealing with laymen, such as me,
and I learned a huge amount
from him. Listening and hopefully
being able to impact school life
in some small way was my goal. I
wanted to give something back
to the school and he facilitated
this in a helpful, constructive, and
supportive way. I enjoyed being
involved with Paul and his senior
management team – a group of
people I respected and trusted.
He will be missed, but his
legacy and work will be there
for generations of Jordanhill
students to come.

For someone who
did not work in the
education system, it
was a steep learning
curve when I started
on the School Board.
Bill Bedborough, the
rector at that time,
helped the newbies
find their feet.

Quad Biking 2004

Being on the appointments
committee to appoint the
new rector when Bill left, I met
Paul before my fellow Board
members. This gave me an early
appreciation of his considerable
educational and managerial
knowledge, skills and experience

Christmas Dance 2011

which he put into practice as
a rector. This included ensuring
that the school was a positive
and dynamic environment to
develop pupils academically, but
also to cultivate their broader
development and self-confidence.
Paul also concluded the thorny
and protracted issue of the
Kilmardinny playing fields in
Bearsden which had been a
constant, lengthy, and moralesapping agenda item at
meetings. This was finally resolved

Captains 2020-21

satisfactorily with the negotiation
of the long-term leases for the
college pitches from Strathclyde
University.

Dr Harpreet S Kohli
Board Member (1995-2001)
Convenor(1998-2000).
Staff training 2004

Tony McInnes
Convenor 2005-08
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Captains
Bridge
on the

The eight men who have
commanded the school
through its first century...

Edward J V Brown
1920-23

William Tod Ritchie
1923 - 31

Teddy Brown (1869-1960) was seconded from the
Teacher Training Centre to open the new ‘Jordanhill
Demonstration School’ on 15th November 1920 and an
abiding legacy was his choice of what have ever since
been our school colours – green, yellow and (of course)
brown. He began with a small roll – just 108 pupils; a
skeleton crew (only five teachers) and no Secondary
department. He was also employed as ‘Master of
Method’ in teacher training and, as the school had
been completed and opened before the new college,
he had to share the building with his boss. That can
never be ideal and, in September 1923, Brown sensibly
relinquished the reins.

W Tod Ritchie (1881-1955), previously Rector of Alloa
Academy, joined us in September 1923 and would
command for eight years. He invented most of our
ancient traditions – Sports Day, Prize Giving, ‘honours,’
and – from 1925 – an annual school magazine. He also
introduced classroom use of the ‘wireless’ and established
a ‘School Fund,’ which has endured in one form or another
ever since – and, from June 1925, a much snappier name,
Jordanhill College School. But his successors always
regretted his failure to secure our own playing-pitches at
a time when local fields were going cheap.

Teddy Brown was fondly remembered by many pupils,
and enjoyed so long a retirement he outlived two of his
successors.

An honourable man, Ritchie was shabbily treated by the
College Board of Governors, who denied him resources
and broke a clear promise about his own salary. He
quit in June 1931 for the headship of North Kelvinside
Secondary School, but is best remembered in Glasgow for
his final, 13-year command of Hutchesons’ Grammar.

William Montgomerie 1931 - 36
We know embarrassingly little about this lugubrious mountain of a man, a respected Classics master who left the
leadership of Campbellfield School for Jordanhill promotion. Surviving pupils recall a quiet Christian gentleman who
conducted Morning Assembly with an affecting reverence. He also ordered the school’s first woodwork room. He is
otherwise best remembered as our only Head to die in office – suddenly, in February 1936.
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Andrew Walker
1936 - 56
Andrew Walker (1893-1974) was the human dynamo
who had previously taught at Jordanhill – he was
our first Secondary teacher – from 1921 to 1932, and
who could (and did) take classes in every subject save
French. As Headmaster, he brought in a house-system,
the abiding school motto, ‘Ad Summa Nitor’ (from
1945) and our quartered badge. He demanded the
highest standards – and usually got them; once, he
once all but tore the school apart in successful search
for the youngster who had dared to drop a tram ticket
in the corridor.
But Walker also had to endure the Second World War,
1940 requisitioning of the school building and the
death of many former pupils in the fight against Nazi
Germany, all of whom he had known. Small wonder we
have not a single photograph of him smiling.
A surprising number of pupils from his time
subsequently returned as Jordanhill teachers,
including Eleanor McArthur, Margaret Goodwin and
Michael Paterson – and most agree that it was under
him the school finally flowered in full glory.
Andrew Walker loved the school to bits, and an
important retrospective article from his pen for the
1971 magazine was our final gift from the man so
many still revere as ‘The Boss.’

William Thomson Branston
1956 - 80
W T Branston (1917-1984) became, on his appointment
in November 1956 at the height of the Suez Crisis, the
youngest headmaster in Scotland. Blessed with a rich
resonant voice, screen-idol good looks and the poise and
bearing of the young Royal Navy officer he had been,
he remains our longest serving leader and no other has
had to contend with so much tumultuous change, both
socially and educationally.
Branston had to weather, from 1969 to 1970, the
biggest threat the school has ever faced – the Labour
government of the day was determined to close it – and,
from the early Seventies, tighter and tighter purse-strings
from on high. But, a shrewd judge of people, he generally
recruited well and, in close liaison with Sir Henry Wood at
the College, he left an abiding physical legacy: the gym,
refectory, Technical and Science blocks were all erected
in the midSixties and at his decree. Forced from 1970
quickly to reinvent Jordanhill College School as a nonselective area comprehensive, he adapted graciously
and, too, drew up what remains our catchment area.
Suave, musical, beautifully dressed and bowler-hatted,
Branston also held important roles in everything from
Glasgow University through the Kirk to the YMCA. But Bill
Branston was much more liberal than he appeared or a
later generation might think: in 1979, and with his tacit
approval, the school magazine carried an anonymous
poem slamming what we would now call homophobia.
For the Scotland of that era, this was sensational.
Universally respected, Mr Branston stood down in
December 1980. He died suddenly in December 1984,
still only sixty-six

Alastair B Cram 1981 - 88
Alastair Cram (1945-2017) was our youngest ever Head
Teacher (he disliked the handle of ‘headmaster,’ and refused
to use it) and, a bristling figure with a brushy moustache,
was swiftly nicknamed ‘Basil.’ But he hurled himself into
Jordanhill life, made his home on Woodend Drive, was held
in the highest regard and till the very end by most of his
staff, and was central to the battle to save the school from
privatisation at the hands of Mrs Thatcher’s ministers.
Cram made early and, some felt, overdue reforms. He
introduced Business Studies and formal Social Education,
abolished corporal punishment, and ended the deplorable
academic streaming for Second Year. He added proper
Science classes to the Primary curriculum, created pupil
councils and left his own abiding physical legacy – the

special tie, with the school badge, worn by S5 and S6
students. Dafter changes - S5 prefects; abolition of ‘Houses’ were binned by his successor.
Crisis as to the school’s future began to rumble from June
1985 and raged in full ferocity from September 1986. Alastair
Cram threw himself into the struggle heart and soul and in
April 1988, as Jordanhill School simpliciter, we were reborn in
our current incarnation.
But all was not as it should have been. Undone by alcoholism
and humiliated by a serious drink-driving conviction, Cram
was reluctantly dismissed - after repeated warnings - in
November 1988 by the Board of Managers and, sadly, never
successfully re-established himself in teaching.
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William F Bedborough
1989 - 97

Paul W Thomson
1997 - 2020

Bill Bedborough (b. 1942) inherited a demoralised,
scruffy, badly shaken institution with serious
problems, With an energy and focus that put school
veterans in mind of Andrew Walker, and after many
discouragements in his first year at the helm, after
eight years our first Rector would bequeath a newly
confident academy fit for the pending new millennium.

Dr Thomson (b. 1957) took power on the same day as
Tony Blair but has lasted rather longer: thankfully, his
moustache has not. South of forty then, he has since
given almost quarter of a century to our service, and
behind a seeming shyness lies formidable intellect, a
love of children and a keen eye for the balance-sheet.

In one deft Prizegiving speech he drew a firm line
under recent melodrama, and moved on. Over two
years the original, crumbling school building was
massively renovated. Pupil indiscipline had by 1989
become serious: the new Bedborough broom dealt
decisively with louts, vandals and litterbugs - but he
also introduced the green tie exclusive to pupils of
outstanding achievement.
In 1995 he made the most of the school’s 75th
anniversary, with assorted festivals and celebrations.
Jordanhill moved rapidly into a new, digital age:
Drama and Computing were introduced. A workexperience programme began; Guidance systems
were hugely improved and a 1994 HMI report was
glowing.
Throughout a terrifyingly active retirement, Bill
Bedborough has remained a constant, kindly friend of
Jordanhill School.

School Archives
Over the last few months we have received a number of
donations to our school archive collection from the families
of Former Pupils. We would be delighted to hear from Former
Pupils and their families if they have photos, memorabilia, old
uniform etc they would like to donate or lend for scanning.
If you would like to enquire about donating items to our
school Archive please contact our School Librarian Joanna
Donaldson jo_donaldsonj@jordanhill.glasgow.sch.uk
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The Thomson era has been marked by three things.
He is a master, and at every level, of communication –
staff liaison, engagement with parents, the community,
the Scottish Government and so on – and an intense
listener. Small wonder, then, that on many fronts, and
especially in STEM subjects and pastoral care, the
school is widely regarded as sector-leading, has won
innumerable awards and was hailed as outstanding in
the HMI assessment.
Oh, and he fixed capacity. With the completion in 2008
of the New Classroom Block, extension of the Refectory
and subsequent renovation of the Science building,
Thomson delivered us from huts. Flood-lit all-weather
pitches and a multi-user games area are now amenities
prized by the whole community and in recent years the
main building has been splendidly redecorated and
with much subtle renovation, notably of the school’s
main hall and lobby.
It turned out, too, that behind the calculating eyes of a
cool physicist lay keen aesthetic judgement and an eye
for space, light, fabric and detail – even in the design of
Jordanhill sports-kit and the matching, school-branded
fleeces proudly sported by the janitors.
Dr Thomson should have crowned his Jordanhill
course with the full-fat victory laps of this centennial
year. Providence decreed otherwise and he has
met the coronavirus challenges unflappably and
without complaint. In a part-time capacity, this selfeffacing man has for some months worked on until
his announced successor (and sometime Jordanhill
colleague) John Anderson takes up post.

AMERICIAN

Retro
Advanced Higher – Jack Manley

My Advanced Higher folio is based on America in the 1950’s,
using objects, more specifically toys and board games from
that era. Also included are machines that were popular in
that day such as the iconic Gumball Machine.
I find such retro objects incredibly interesting and was
inspired to create pieces of work that would portray this
‘blast from the past’ ambience to the viewer. During the
year, I used a variety of different mediums when creating
my work, ranging from coloured pencil, acrylic paints,
watercolour, oil pastels and even charcoal.
Getting the work done was no easy task, as I tended to
spend weeks at a time on even the smallest of pieces,
however I was always able to get back on track without
much difficulty to stop myself falling behind. What is more
is that lockdown came, and suddenly I had all the time in
the world to get on with my art. This was in some ways, a
life saver, as I could finally focus solely on art as my once
busy schedule was completely cleared. During lockdown,
I spent the first few weeks creating a few smaller pieces,

having taken a good number of photographs the week
before school closed aware of the imminent lockdown.
Finally, around mid-April, I made a start on my final piece.
Altogether, this took me the entire month, from the initial
line drawing to the final touches of acrylic paint. At first, I
spent about 2-3 hours a day on it, waking up and working
away at around late morning, but as the weeks progressed,
my days got considerably longer, and my hours painting
would range from 5-8 hours a day in the last couple of
weeks before submission. Finally, it was finished. Having
all my work together, I laid them out on A3 sheets, placing
similar works together, photographed them from my
bedroom and sent them off.
The entire experience was not quite how I imagined
Advanced Higher Art to go, but it is what it is, and with the
amount of free time I had in lockdown allowing me to catch
up with my art, I can’t really complain.
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S4 Surfboard Graphics
Last year saw the first Graphic Design presentation in S4 from the Art department since moving to the
National 4 and 5 Qualifications. This is a welcome and successful return to Graphic Design for the department
and these Surfboard Graphics Folios from Daniella and Tony are excellent examples of the Design process.
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Higher
Photography
Euan Saunders

Euan Saunders

Michael Liang

Finlay Tungatt

Taylor Burgess

Matthew Stevenson

Taylor Burgess
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Life During
Lockdown
Euan Stout, S6Cr

On Monday the 23rd of March 2020 the entire UK was
forced into lockdown due to the Coronavirus pandemic.
All our lives changed forever. We couldn’t meet up with
friends or family, we could only go out for exercise or
shopping and we had to be vigilant when outside or
around others. The UK continues to suffer enormously
with lost lives and livelihoods but how has it affected my
life?
I was keen to do something to help and avoid boredom.
I completed work experience in 4th year in Hogarth’s
Chemists, Broomhill. I was aware pharmacies were
overwhelmed as a result of the crisis, so I contacted the

big match. I never thought I’d say it, but I missed getting

owner, Mhairi Speirs and asked if there was anything I

yelled at by my coaches o a wet Sunday morning!

could do. She asked if I had a bike and said it would be
helpful if I could cycle around local GP surgeries to pick
up prescriptions for them. I have continued to do this
every Monday and Thursday since the start of lockdown.

meant I didn’t need to spend hours every day revising
which was a relief in some ways. However, it meant I
had to rely on a predicted mark which made me more

It has been a great exercise and has given my week

unsure about my results than if I had a chance to sit the

some structure rather than doing very little some days.

exams. As the weather improved, it was frustrating not

I have had the chance to speak to many people and I

being able to meet up with friends. At first, I thought

now have a wider understanding of the GP-Pharmacy

that the idea of no school for several months was

system. I completed a short audit comparing before and

brilliant, but strangely, I’ve missed it. I looked forward

after processes as a result of COVID. I had a few tricky

to the relaxing of lockdown and the chance to catch up

moments figuring out how the tenement flat system

with my friends again.

worked! When I first started, it was purely as a volunteer
but luckily for me, it has evolved into a paid job.

Although this experience hasn’t been great, it has had
some advantages. I have enjoyed (some) of the time

My mum and dad are both frontline workers in the NHS

spent with my family and the independence of having a

and it was hard to see them return home stressed and

job and contributing to society. I have also been given

exhausted from the enormity of it all. Thankfully, the

more time to prepare for the new year in August.

school remained open for my youngest brother which
was a huge help to our family.

Now we are starting to find a “new normal.” Moving
forward, we have many stories to tell future generations

Like most people, I missed seeing friends and family. I

about the heroic NHS workers who saved countless

struggled with the lack of football in my life. I was used

lives in our country and the various experiences we had

to training, playing or watching football most days of

during lockdown. We may all come out of this even

the week. It felt odd not running around on the pitch,

stronger than we were before.

often in pouring rain- or looking forward to watching a
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COVID led to my Higher exams being cancelled. This
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S6 Perspectives on
Lockdown
Sasha Hazard (S6 2019-20)
[Sasha is now studying Medicine at Edinburgh University.]
When I was asked to write something about the impact of
coronavirus for this magazine, I was unsure what to focus on.
‘Lockdown’ itself was obviously fresh in my mind but really
this was only a small part of my thirteen years at Jordanhill,
although it will forever change the way I look back at my
schooldays. I thought it would be best to briefly reflect on the
unexpected last days of sixth year we had back in March.
On Wednesday 18th March, we found out that school would
shut on Friday. I first heard at lunchtime, and as I walked
back to school for PE it slowly sank in that this would be
my last Jordanhill hockey session ever. I never considered
myself a ‘proper’ hockey player but all of a sudden it felt
like something that I would feel incredibly nostalgic about
after school. These thoughts set the tone for next few days;
everything was a ‘last time’, and I hadn’t been expecting it to
finish up so soon. This particular hockey session felt strange as
nobody fully knew what was going to happen and there was
some anxiety and uncertainty about exam arrangements.
We tried to make the best of the situation, taking lots of
team photos, with smiles all around even though I, and
probably many others, were quietly wondering what the
future held.
Thursday was when the finality of events truly hit. It was my
last ‘normal’ Jordanhill day. The unsettling feeling was that
although I felt ready to leave Jordanhill, the set of events
leading up to the end of school had been cancelled. Prom,
the end of exams, a proper last day... all these occasions
would have, I felt, made it seem more legitimate to actually
be leaving school. It was only March, I thought - how could
this possibly be ending so early? By the afternoon, I was
finding it hard to concentrate as everyone was waiting for
John Swinney to announce what would happen with SQA
exams. We took a break in the middle of our double period
to check what was going on, and disbelieving murmurs rose
up from around the room as we read that there would be a
complete cancellation. It felt like the last piece of normality
was gone and that we were now in unchartered territory.
The one thing that made it easier was that everybody,
including the teachers, were in the same boat; there had
never been a situation like this before. As I walked out of that
Chemistry class, I couldn’t help but pay more attention to my
surroundings, knowing I only had one more day at school.
My work from first year and second year science lessons was
still up in some of the display boards and it felt a little like
I was walking back through time, past all my memories in
school. On my way home that day, I resolved to try and make
the best of Friday. After all, school is in no way solely about
exams; the experience is so much more than that.

Friday morning came and I quickly found myself in my last
ever tutor time class, which felt routine but also absurd at
the same time. In my last classes that day, we took lots of
pictures and I managed to talk to different people and
find out what their plans were for the next year, which was
interesting- so many people had achieved so much. During
a free period in the middle of the day, I went with a friend on
a walk around the primary building to revisit some of our old
classrooms for the last time. I almost felt like an intruder in
the quiet halls, and some of the primary teachers were new
enough that I didn’t recognise them; it made me realise that
even though I felt school was ending quite abruptly, I had
definitely been there for a long time! A lot had changed since
2007, from the building of the new South Campus to the
renovations of the main hall. It was a very odd atmosphereas the sun shone into the ‘green room’ where we used to
have circle time, it was almost like I was actually back in
primary, walking down halls with my finger at my lips to
show I was being quiet. The day went on, with a final lunch
of smoky bean chilli, and then my last classes. When the
final bell rang, it felt like a very clear marker of school ending
for good, a divider between old and new. There was a lot
of mixed emotions as we all streamed out of the gates, still
unfamiliar with the concept of social distancing.
Fast forward to as I’m writing this; schools have just gone
back and I’ve had a very long summer to process everything
happening so quickly. It finally feels as if I’ve properly left,
especially as we came into school for socially distanced
leaver ceremonies in June, which I thought was a smart idea
as it added an appreciated sense of ceremony to our leaving.
Having had plenty of time to reflect, I’m now looking forward
to what comes next and I hope that this virus stays away
so we can all go back to normal life as soon as it’s safe. I
am confident that Jordanhill School will find new ways
of working for the time being and think that this crisis will
bring the community, and communities all over Scotland,
closer together. Just recently, I heard that the system of
moderation the SQA had in place is being exchanged for
new grades based solely on teacher estimates. Although this
year can never be entirely fair, I think this is a good decision as
I know at Jordanhill teachers work really closely with students
and know them best.
I hope that we can all learn lessons from this year, and I look
forward to seeing how Jordanhill moves into the future.
Jordanhill School • December Edition 2020
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Young Writer’s

			 2020
Three talented Jordanhill pupils have been published in the latest anthology
of writing from Young Writers. The competition - ‘Through Their Eyes’ - invited
students to write a poem from someone or something else’s point of view.
Mrs Keogh was hugely impressed by the variety and originality displayed
by members of the Creative Writing Club in response to this prompt.
Congratulations to the three published authors. Can you tell whose eyes we
are looking through in each of their poems?
How the Humans Came

Euphoria

The legends proclaim that green grass once grew on
the hills,
Birds flew across clean waters with fresh fish in their
bills,
Warmth from the golden sun stretched across the
ground,
Eternal peace and simple tranquility, barely a sound.

I elongate my sun-kissed, translucent wings
around me,
It is spring and the honeyed sky
Casts a warm blanket on everything.
The dew drops caressing the flushed magnolias
And humans still dreaming,
Eyeballs fluttering restlessly against thin eyelids.
I adore the dawn,
I can frolic in the meadows, slurping ambrosia
from gardenias,
I can fly, fly until my fragile wings ache.
I can take in the world, without the greasy black
smudge of humanity.
It’s quiet. Butterflies don’t live very long.
You would think that it’s depressing,
Knowing that you are going to die in a day,
But I’ll tell you a secret.
Butterflies are eternal, celestial, not meant for
mere mortality.
So as my tender wings thump,
Like the last beats of my fragile heart,
I am filled with joy, because at least I can have
the epiphany
That I have found euphoria in this hazy world,
And now my pomegranate heart can feast on
elderflowers
And watch humans fall in love
Somewhere else in my dreams,
Pure and crystalline.

Strong rifts occurred in nature when the mighty
humans came,
Cutting the trees and the animals sliced, never the
same,
Powerful empires building and dying, the source of
frightening fear,
Too few people realised the end of the world was near.
Eventually Planet Earth couldn’t take the strain
anymore,
Crumbling, all buildings smashed to the floor,
Storms cried and howled both high up and on the
land,
Bush fires and melting glaciers; great monuments
eroded to sand.
I suspect that that’s when the sun was blocked out of
the sky,
Blackouts no living creature could defy,
I now realise many ecosystems fell into darkness and
despair,
Due to the simple fact that humanity hadn’t cared.
Alistair Hillis, 1CR
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Hafsah Zahid, 4MO

Bullying
I trusted you with everything,
I knew, I knew that you’d be there.
What happened?
Soon I was crying because of you,
Soon I didn’t trust anyone because of you,
Soon I wanted to disappear because of you.
It went on and on and wouldn’t stop.
I talked it out, it didn’t help.
I told on you though I already knew it would only make things
worse,
I tried to stay positive to always put a smile on my face,
So no one knew how it felt,
I was crying on the inside, I believed the things you called me.
And then I shattered.
It’s later now, I’ve been trying to pick myself up piece by piece, it’s
like an everlasting jigsaw.
Some bits are so broken I don’t know if they will ever get fixed,
Like my trust and self-confidence.
Though I’ve been through a lot, of keep telling self that one day I
will find that last piece and then I will be whole again,
But right now I’m working on trust, hoping superglue will hold it all
together.
Perhaps someday I might find a friend as good as you were, but
until then,
I want to thank you, it’s taken a while but I see now that you have
taught me to move on, and I hope someday you will learn too.

Eva Drummond 1CR
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What are the main
causes of war?
“The principal cause of war is war itself”- said C. Wright Mills1, arguably one
of the greatest American sociologists to ever live. Perhaps it’s the internal
war that causes the tidal waves of international conflict we read about in
our faded history textbooks; the thoughts of jealousy, the hunger for power.
Could it really be that simple? A desire for more than you possess, and
having the resources and mindset to achieve it?
Let’s delve deeper. It’s no secret that Hitler’s cruel
regime was one of the sole reasons for World War
Two, but could there have been another, perhaps,
mental factor that spurred him on? The mental health
of Hitler is apparently a popular topic that has been
debated back and forth for decades by psychiatrists
and historians alike. In an article written in 20142 , it
was argued that if he were to go to a modern day
psychiatrist that he would likely be diagnosed with
Narcissistic Personality Disorder, a disorder that gives
you “a high sense of self-importance. You may act like
this to cover low self-esteem. You might act selfishly
to gain success and take advantage of other people.”3
Although in no way does the fact that Hitler likely
suffered from this excuse him from his terrible actions, it
definitely gives a new depth to our previous perception
of him.
What else is there that can cause war? There are of
course many more factors that can be catastrophic;
either by themselves or as a mixture with others. Let’s
explore rivalry, and competition between nations.
The Cold War, despite not involving direct physical
contact, was still certainly a war in its own right. The

adversarial relationship came into the spotlight after
World War Two, when the economic and political rivalry
became apparent. The United States and the Soviet
Union (led by John F Kennedy and Nikita Khrushchev,
respectively) were competing on many fronts, but the
biggest aspect of their competition was the infamous
Arms Race, which left millions terrified of what could
be; the damage would be insurmountable taking into
account the recent war. Alas, the “ideological bids for
world dominance”4 developed into nothing more, and
with time, tensions eased.
And so, to conclude this essay, let’s take a look at what
I’ve learnt.
Mental health is crucial to us, and is so often overlooked
in many circumstances, including history. Forming bonds
and not letting our natural competitive instincts get the
better of us is key to relationships, and sometimes it’s
good to put aside our differences and work to make the
world around us a better place, together.
International relations truly are fascinating.
Anna Hazard S3 Crawfurd

Immerse EDUCATION
Anna’s essay was one of the winners in the Immerse Education Essay Competition which offers motivated young leaners from
around the world the opportunity to win a scholarship to participate in academic enrichment programmes in Cambridge
University and Oxford University colleges.
To enter, students aged 13-18 are required to submit essay responses to pre-set question relating to their chosen subject and age
group. From Medicine, Comouter Science, Physics, Engineering, Creative Writing, English Literature and many more subjects,
there is a category for every area of ineterest. For further details, and to enter, visit www.immerse.education/essay-competition/

ResearchGate, C. Wright Mills, quoted by John D. Brewer, “C. Wright Mills on War and Peace”, July 2013, [https://researchgate.net last accessed 27th August 2020]
Psychology Today, Stephen A. Diamond, “How mad was Hitler?”, December 20th 2014 [https://psychologytoday.com last accessed 29th August 2020]
3Mental Health Uk, author unknown, “Types of personality disorders”, publication date unknown, [https://mentalhealth-uk.org last accessed 30th August 2020]
4National Geographic, Erin Blakemore, “What was the Cold War?”, March 22nd 2019, [https://nationalgeographic.com last accessed 30th August 2020]
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National Youth
Orchestra of Scotland
In March 2020, Euan
Saunders (S6), who
plays French Horn,
was invited to join the
NYOS Senior Orchestra
for their spring and
summer season.
Then COVID and lockdown
put music making on
hold until June, when NYOS announced

Euan (bottom left), playing his part in “Dance from a Distance”

an ambitious project with the BBC
Symphony Orchestra.
Via Zoom, NYOS musicians got together remotely to take part in
a series of digital coaching and mentoring workshops from BBC
SSO players. Each of them then contributed their part to a piece
of music specially written for the project by composer and Mercury
Prize nominee, C. Duncan.
The result, a beautiful piece, called “Dance from a Distance”, is built
from hundreds of musical fragments submitted by the players from
NYOS and the BBC SSO.
It premiered on BBC Radio 3’s Afternoon Concert Programme on
Friday 25th September and a video of the performance is available
on the BBC’s Scottish Symphony website.
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Holocuast
Survivor Talk

27th October 2020

On the 27th of October, S4 and S3 pupils received a virtual
presentation from Holocaust survivors Peter and Marianne Summerfield
BEM. They described their experiences from the second world war and
talked in detail about their lives.

Peter was born in Germany
in 1933, 4 months after Hitler
came to power. His family were
experiencing anti-Semitism, so
they knew they had to leave
before a war broke out. Peter’s
family were on the last train
out of Berlin in 1939 before war
was declared. Their aim was
to get to family in America,
but their possessions were
stolen and sold by the German
Government, so they ended up
in England as a last resort.
His family spent the war in
London and during the Blitz he
slept in the underground, and after the war Peter and his
brother both completed 2 years National Service in the
British army as a way to show their thanks to the country
that let them stay in their hour of need.
Marianne was born in Breslau Germany, now Wroclaw
Poland, in July 1938. Marianne’s parents were both
dismissed from their jobs due to being Jewish. In
November 1938, her father was arrested, along
with thousands of other Jewish men and sent to a
concentration camp in Germany. Her mother managed
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to convince an official at the Gestapo to find a missing
letter which gave Marianne’s father permission to work in
England. With the letter received, Marianne’s family left
for England as soon as they could and arrived in London.
Hearing their stories was very touching and it was such
an honour to hear them both. It is so lucky that we have
the opportunity to hear the survivors because we are a
part of the last generation who will hear living survivors
tell their stories. It was truly an honour to listen to Peter
and Marianne, and we wish them all the best.

James Armstrong

MirtchellRobertson
1918 - 1997

Admission No: 695
Admitted: 10/11/1924
Previous School: Victoria Drive Primary School
Left JCS: 01/09/1937
James went on to Glasgow University to study Medicine.
Student Champion for ¼ mile President of the Athletics
Club.

1937 Prefects

1935 Rugby Team
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Jordanhill

PPE Development Team

In the first phase of lockdown there
were reports of significant shortages
of PPE. The School was approached by
several parents who work in front line
NHS positions. Such was the demand
for face visors that schools and
‘makerspaces’ were keen to develop
solutions that might be cheap to
produce in volume and easy to clean
and reuse.
The Design & Technology Department responded by

across a range

attempting to adapt a number of ‘open source’ designs

of schools and this

that began to emerge on the internet. At first, visors

allowed for refinements in the design

were distributed from home and dropped off where

and for effective scaling in the manufacturing

required. Word quickly spread and demand rapidly

operation.

outstripped supply. Through late March and into
April pharmacies, care homes and front-line workers
approached the school with requests for support.

informed by feedback from users. Sometimes the
entire production run needed to be retooled with

Social media was used to good effect. Twitter allowed

a couple of days notice. Staff became used to the

makers across schools, colleges and creative hubs to

need to work flexibly. Many had not experienced a

collaborate and exchange ideas at a dizzying pace.

workshop environment before. Due to social distancing

In an attempt to cope with the logistics of distribution

requirements, a shift rota ensured that the team had

the school teamed up with ViseUp+, a joint initiative

only two or three workers on site at any time. We were

between Kelvinside Academy and SWG3. SWG3 set up

all encouraged by the collective effort.

a fundraising campaign that exceeded its target very
quickly.

As we moved into late May the ViseUp+ collaboration
moved away from schools and other small-scale

It was clear that help was required. Productivity jumped

production efforts onto high volume methods including

significantly as we moved from a one-man operation

die cutting and injection moulding. This was done

to a staff team of 20 led by Mr Jennings. Hundreds

in dedicated fabrication environments. At this time

became thousands and visors were being shipped out

national procurement and supply was flowing better

at an impressive pace. Badaboom, a Glasgow based

and so the team was wound up having served its

events company, made daily drop-offs of material

purpose.

in the morning and collected the previous day’s PPE
effort. Exciting collaborative partnerships were forged
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Visor design iterations changed regularly, often
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Paul Jennings
Department of Design & Technology

S1

Virtual Bannockburn Live!
2020

PRIZEWINNERS
Films:
Best collaboration: Kirsten Abbot
& Isla Speakman
Most creative: Lily Blair, Jonah
Hauenstein-Swan, Kaiwen Wang,
Kelly Mclean, Briony Wood

Weaving:
Cr: Rebecca Forrester
Sm: Naomi Stewart
StJ: Abigail Colvin
StJ: Chloe Wong

Calligraphy:
Cr: Tilda McDermott
Mo: Kate Menzies
Sm: Nick Lockhart
StJ: Faith McDermott

Heraldic Shield:
2CR - Logan Armstrong
2MO - James Russell
2SM - Martha Johnson
2STJ - Kerr Hartley

The lockdown of school in May prevented us from doing

teachers and being able to talk.’, ‘Getting to see all the

our usual re-enactment of the Battle of Bannockburn

weapons ‘ and ‘My favourite part was everything !!’

on the school pitches. No matter, our lovely reenactors from History Matters agreed to do a virtual
re-enactment from Bruce’s camp on the eve of battle.
Our guide, medieval Dave led us through interviews with
Robert the Bruce and his court with demonstrations
of weaponry, weaving and calligraphy along the way.

Our follow up activity was a competition making a film
of Bannockburn, doing a piece of weaving, writing some
calligraphy or making a shield. Our pupils were very
enthusiastic and produced so many fantastic entries
that we had to extend the prizes on offer.

There was time for an informative Q and A at the end.
Our pupils thoroughly enjoyed the experience, relishing

A big thank you to Mr Fraser for all the work he did in

the chance not only to learn history but to get together

making it possible and to all our parents who made sure

with classmates. It was a real morale boost for all

that their young people could access the experience.

concerned.

Mrs Wood

When asked what pupils thought of the experience,
comments about favourite bits included: ‘Seeing the
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S1 Art
This is a selection of S1 Self-Portraits that were done
during lockdown using whatever materials were
available, which resulted in a fantastic variety of
approaches. Fortunately, the pupils had all been
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photographed just before the school closed and they
had these images to work from to produce these
stunning, Van Gogh inspired, drawings and paintings.

S1 PicassoMasks
This is a selection from the 100 masks that were
produced by S1 pupils over the Spring break, during
lockdown. We set this project as an extra challenge to
keep pupils focused on something positive and creative
that they could do at this time. With limited and varied

resources, pupils had to design and produce their
Picasso masks with whatever they had to hand and, as
you can see, they rose to the occasion! All of them are
wonderful, but we were particularly impressed by the
mask that was crafted from wood in a workshop.
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Black

History Month

Black History Month has
never been more topical
as in recent months
the Black Lives Matter
movement has successfully
highlighted the need for a
more inclusive approach to
education. In Jordanhill,
we have long taken the
view that emotional and
controversial topics like
the Atlantic Slave Trade
should be taught through
contexts which are as local
as possible. This helps our
pupils to see these stories
as part of our collective
history.
This approach has engaged our pupils. After teaching our S4 pupils about the impact of the Atlantic Slave
Trade on Scotland, we asked them about Jordanhill’s links to the slave trade through Archibald Smith and
the house group named after him. Many were surprised that Smith was named after this merchant and
expressed concerns that this continues to be the case.
S1 started off their secondary learning by researching notable campaigners for civil rights. We were
delighted that so many chose to find about more about notable women campaigners as well as better
known leaders such as Martin Luther King.
We are delighted to share images of their displays.
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“

Black History Month is a way of remembering great people
and events in the lives of black people. It was first launched
in 1980 in London with a goal for the local area to change
racism.

As part of this year’s Black History Month I researched
Dorothy Height, an American civil Rights and women’s rights
activist. She was the first civil right leader to recognise that
inequality for women and African Americans should be seen
as a whole. Dorothy died in 1910.”

“

Other activities have included showing ‘Hairspray’ to the S1 Film Club
whose story looks at the American Civil Rights movement in the 1960s.

Bea Courtial 1M
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